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National Alfa Weekend seems like an age ago 
now, but there are still plenty of big outdoor 
gatherings for us to enjoy this year.  MITCAR is 
probably our most exciting, 17 August at 
Rockingham Castle in Leicestershire (though near 
Corby) if you need reminding.  There will be a big 
feature on that in our August edition which is out 
towards the end of July (just to keep you on your 
toes), but quickly I’d like to remind you it’s only £10 
admission per car, but we’ll have some special 
MITCAR windscreen stickers for sale to help cover 
our costs—the £10 all goes to Rockingham Castle 
but does allow admission to House, Gardens and our 
main parkland area.  Deputy Section Sec Alan 
Lathwell has also negotiated a great deal on a Land 
Rover driving experience. An hour’s entertainment  
available across MITCAR day doing some AMAZING 
driving under expert instruction for £85, which could 
be split among drivers of course.  The Land Rover 
Experience is based 2 minutes from our MITCAR 
display area. 

Before then, it’s ‘Summertime Classics’ at Stanford 
Hall, or as I still like to think of it, the Auto Italia Italian 
Car Concours, which is still what it’s all about really. 
(See photo left and item top left). Oh for another 
glorious day like last year. 29 June is that mad day 
with Goodwood Festival of Speed, Simply Alfa at 
Beaulieu and Cotswold Alfa Day all happening.  We’re 
supporting the event most local too us of course 
which will feature a variety of tremendous Italian cars 
and more than a few Alfa Romeos. 

It’s a way off yet, but 7 September is in my book 
still Summer, and will see us return to the excellent 
Leicester Aero Club Open Day, thanks to Section 
Stalwart Dave Atkins. An entirely FREE event enter 
with availability of free pleasure flights again. 

Meantime, we’re delighted that the George & 
Dragon in Thringstone has a new owner, and some 
much needed improvements have begun.  The car 
park has been largely relayed, removing the ‘perma-
puddles’, and the grass area we use in summer much 
tidied too.  A new entrance, conservatory and interior 
improvements are also expected, plus a new  chef is 
due.  Our host to date, Pete, is due to stay on for a 
few months we gather.  All this means our 
Summertime Spin, Spider Night and Twilight Drive 
meetings can continue from the familiar venue. Brian 
Smith had done some good ‘spotting’ for other 
potential venues, but they can stay in the back pocket 
at least for now.  New owner Danny Gallacher was 
delighted to see our turnout for the Fun Concours too! 

Now, what would be fun this summer is if you could 
send me any interesting snaps you take of Alfa 
Romeos spotted on holiday - be they from Clacton or 
Cancun. We may even sort out  prize for the best. I 
know several will be off to Italy (I can’t wait to go!) but 
often you can be surprised where the rarities can turn 
up… I recently saw a 2600 Spider in Wakefield. Yes 
Wakefield.  Not a top holiday location I grant you. 

Thanks for the great support at our events so far 
this year - I really hope you can make all 
the rest coming up, starting with a 
picnic at Stanford Hall.  Cheers! 

Sunday 29 June 

People present at last year’s event will 

remember a day full of glorious sunshine. 

Hopefully we’ll get the same again, unless 

AutoItalia magazine used up all its credit at 

Brooklands in May! 

The event will see a few ‘mixed’ Classics but it 

is predominantly Italian in flavour of course. 

There should be around 200 Alfas or more 

present, and our Section has been asked to 

help organise the parking area for those. We’ll 

go for a simple arrangement of Classics and 

Moderns again on the lawns near to the 

picturesque River Avon, a prime spot. A host of 

other Italian machinery is expected, from Fiat 

to Lamborghini, plus an aerobatic display from 

the Abarth sponsored stunt plane that’s quite 

breath-taking.  

Admission is £13 per person, payable at the 

gate. Sorry  there are no advance discount 

facilities with Auto Italia, this is not an AROC 

organised event. 

 

Wednesday 9 July, from 7pm 

Our monthly meeting night at the G&D with a 

difference. We’ll gather from 7pm, but from 

about 8.15  we’ll head off in convoy for a run 

around the local lanes for half an hour or so, 

led by local expert Brian Smith.  We’ll be back 

in good time for a  drink and a chat of course. If 

you need to eat at the pub and want to join the 

run please arrive there as soon as you can. 

   John   

 

Alfa Romeo Owners Club 

East Midlands 

Section 
 

Formerly Central & East Midlands 

@AROCeastmids 

Bob & Gill Human with 159 TBi in The Alps 



 

 

World Superbikes 
Donington Park 25 May  

It was great to get an invitation from Donington 

Park’s MD Christopher Tate to bring some Alfas 

together at this world-class event, with ticket 

discount and special parking. Parked up at the Old 

Hairpin, those of us who went had a brilliant view of 

the Craner Curves, with giant TV screen to keep tabs 

on the circuit action, of which there was plenty. 

Joining our collection of MiTos, Giuliettas 166, 

156 and GT, Paul Jones brought the Chris Variava 

4C along, braving the elements, and despite the 

inclement weather that started the day the fantastic 

supercar drew lots of attention from the bike fans, 

many amazed at its ‘low’ price/ (Some expected us 

to say £100,000 plus.) 

The series is sponsored by Alfa Romeo of course, 

and two red and be-striped 4Cs acted as course cars 

along with new Giulietta and MiTo Quadrifoglio 

Verdes. 

Bike racing action started from 9am, and all of the 

races proved entertaining with lots of overtaking of 

course. The pick was the first of the two WSBK 

rounds where last year’s champion, Brit Tom Sykes, 

had a poor qualifying 

session and a bad start, but 

fought back from 7th 

position setting fastest lap 

after fastest lap on his vivid 

green Kawasaki ZX10 to 

win, just pipping team mate 

Loris Baz with a thrilling 

manoeuvre carried out right 

in front of us. 

At lunch we enjoyed 

seeing celebratory laps from 

4 times champion Carl Fogarty on one of the new 

Ducati 1199 Panigales, pulling awesome wheelies 

too of course!  AT that time Paul with wife Liz, Dunk 

and Lynda and another SBK MiTo owner trekked 

over to the paddock for a look around and a 

promised spin in the course cars, but sadly an 

admin error saw them miss out, but they are 

promised an even better passenger drive day at a 

later date. 

Meantime, the Prosecco was going down well with 

our picnics as the sun had finally come out.  

Tom Sykes went on to take a convincing victory in 

race 2 as well, which was followed by the crazy 

sidecars. You must be positively certifiable to 

passenger on those…   

A super day’s entertainment anyway, not cheap at 

£30 a ticket (better that £50 at the gate mind!), and 

it was well worth the time needed to jet wash the 

muddy Alfa down afterwards!    

    John 
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Photos by John G (or WSBK.com with a ‘w’) 
 
1>  Superbikes were pulling over 170mph on top Starkey’s Straight. 
2>  Now THAT’S braking for you!  (Italian Max Milandri) 
3>  Us early arrivers in the wet 
4>  Tom Sykes was the star performer  
5>  Alfa 4C Safety Car 
6>  4C safety cars were flying  
7>  New Giulietta Quadrifoglio Verde 
8>  How many abreast at the start?  
9>  Carl Foggerty pulled some superb wheelies on his celebration laps 
10>  Certifiable 
11>  Duncan Langford’s MiTo SBK joined by another! 
 
There are LOADS more on our website. Check them out! 

1w 

2w 3 

4w 5 6 

7 8w 9 

10 11 

 



 

AutoKarna at Wollaton Park 

Glorious weather for a car show!  Strong sunshine and 23 degrees 
C certainly brought the crowds along to this always popular event 
close to the heart of Nottingham on 1 June.  There was a wide 
variety of vehicles to see, from pre-war to brand new on the 
accompanying Nottingham Evening Post Motor Show. 

As always, we were guests of Chris Variava Alfa Romeo and 
Brand Manager made us all very welcome with drinks and some 
superb cakes made by his wife Liz. The white 4C Launch Edition 
drew many onlookers as expected, and we enjoyed looking around 
the business’s other brands, particularly the new Jeeps - the new 
Cherokee being of real interest with its various Alfa 
components.  The Grand Cherokee parked next to it is just immense 
though, a really impressive machine. 

Hopefully I’ve captured a feeling for the day in the photos here, but 
there are lots more on our website as ever. An enjoyable day, and 
thanks again to Paul and the Chris Variava team  John 
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Tight security... 



 

This is the first year in ages where we weren’t 

worrying about rain for the Fun Concours night. I 

honestly cannot remember the last time we weren’t 

thinking will it / won’t it.   22 degrees brought out a 

great load of cars again anyway- 35 Alfas along this 

year and around 50 people, and that despite 

several ‘regulars’ (as we call them) being away or 

working; Bob & Gill Human, Rob Galloway, Matt 

Yousuf, Phil Levell, Mark Sangster, and Peter Farley 

whos’ Giulietta Spider is almost always in the 

running.  Last year’s overall winner Paul Cooper had 

his 1750 Roundtail Spider still in at IntaServices 

too with various suspension jobs underway. 

I got there at 6.15 (a ‘working from home’ day 

being highly convenient!), but was amazed to see 4 

Alfas there already, and a couple followed me 

almost straight in! Enthusiasm we call it.  I’d driven 

over deliberately gently so as not to pick up a 

gazillion dead bugs on my Giuliettas freshly waxed 

paintwork… but Brian Smith, Rebecca Lee, Jason 

Drury, Keith Davies, Duncan Langford and Martin 

Lindus all got to work with the cloths and sprays. 

Brian Smith had been keeping me up to date on 

the developments at the George & Dragon under 

new owner Danny Gallacher, and it was really good 

seeing the tidied paddock area, removal of the 

obstructive posts and relayed car park. So much 

better!   Perfect backdrop for our Alfas anyway, 

though the painting of the outside started after we 

left. 

Viv Stephens was an early arrival too with wife 

Nicola, in their stupendous 4C Launch Edition.  

Great to see one up close in Alfa Red. Even before 

7pm we had a great collection of cars in place. 

For the light-hearted competition we followed the 

usual format of every Alfa present being 

automatically entered  and everyone getting to vote.  

We had some excellent prizes provided too courtesy 

of our Section supporters; Chris Variava Alfa, 

Engine Services and IntaServices Leicester. 

Paul Jones and Joe Parmenter brought a pair of 

new Alfas over from CV’s; the superb white 4C LE 

and a new Giulietta.  Dave French arrived with wife 

Jane in her lovely deep-red 159 Sportwagon, and 

son Owen brought his Lamborghini Orange 145 

along too!  Keith Krog (previous overall winner) 

arrived a tad late in his spotless SZ, so sadly 

missed much of the public voting, but  we were 

pleased to welcome in Giles Broomhall with his 

multiple Concours prize winning Fiat 124 Abarth 

Spider, (all Italian cars being welcome), and also 

mad sure Alfista Graham Traxson could park up his 

classic Hillman Imp too.  (Well, it is red!) Some 

terrific classic Alfas too of course.  Dave Atkins 

Giulietta TurboDelta is a time warp machine, as is 

Peter Crichton’s Bertone joining Bruce Peers’ 

example to.  

Voting was tremendously well spread as always, 

but the guy probably most chuffed on the night was 

my son Dave who’s 147 picked up no less than 

three prizes, his favourite being ‘Outstanding 

Effort’. He’s certainly done that lately with much 

engine and suspension cleaning and new 147 Ti 

(GT) seats fitted. Last year’s double winner Matt 

Dalby collected a lot of votes there again too.  David 

was truly delighted anyway. 

Car of the Night saw 11 cars getting votes (so 

many beauties!), but Roger Smith (3.2 Spider) and 

Dave Atkins (TurboDelta) were just pipped for a 

prize by second place Steve Bestwick and his 

stunning white 147 GTA, and the first place car, 

well it kind of had to be, Viv Stephens’ 4C LE. (CV’s 

4C not being entered as they were prize providers.) 

Overall though everyone commented how hard it 

was to pick cars as so many were so tremendously 

well prepared. We’ll have to change the categories 

next year I think, particularly the ’fun’ ones as so 

few cars had any dirt on them! 

Super evening again anyway, thanks to everyone 

who came along and made it so.   

     John 
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Fun Concours Night 
The George & Dragon, Thringstone, 11 June 

FUN CONCOURS NIGHT  

PRIZEWINNERS 2014 
 

Shiniest Paintwork: David Griffiths, 147 2.0 Lusso 

Dirtiest Paintwork: Salv Vitale, 159 Sportwagon 

Cleanest Wheels:  Duncan Langford, MiTo SBK 

Filthiest Wheels:  Owen French, 145 Boxer 

Cleanest Interior:  Bryan Alexander, Alfasud Sprint 

Most Annoying Chip/Dent:  Brian Smith, Spider S4 

Cleanest Engine Bay: David Griffiths, 147 2.0 Lusso 

Needs a bit of Work:  Owen French, 145 Boxer 

Outstanding Effort:  David Griffiths, 147 2.0 Lusso 

Car of the Night (Runner Up): 
           Steve Bestwick, 147 GTA (See top) 

CAR OF THE NIGHT:  
            Viv Stephens,  4C Launch Edition Dave Griffiths’ 147 

Dave Griffiths (centre) receives his Cleanest Engine Bay 
award from Sponsor Dave French (L) 

Viv with his numbered 4C bag! 
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A message from El Presidenté, George Cole  
        

“As most members will know, April 30th was for me an unfortunate day, when I had the “off” at 

Curborough, resulting in my being hospitalised with a fractured spine. 

I would like to say a sincere thank you for all the kindness, help and generosity in the form of many 

get well cards, e-mails, phone calls and personal visits, as well as practical assistance immediately 

following the incident. It is very comforting to know that one has so many friends and acquaintances. 

Whilst I am improving, the future is somewhat difficult to predict and whether I shall come back to 

sprinting is debatable. To the same extent this also applies to Section meetings. 

I have missed my favourite meeting, i.e. The Fun Concours, as I am sure Custard in its present form 

would have won without a doubt. 

Hoping to be back soon, 

                                                  George 

P.S. I’m looking for a replacement Alfa in the region of a 145, 146, 156.” 

George Sprinting his black ‘Sud back in 2001 

The Early Polishers! 

Happy 40 Plus Birthday Alan Lathwell!   Alan’s pictured with some 
rather super cakes made by Liz Jones that were enjoyed by many on 
the night. 

Roger Smith’s superb Spider 3.2 V6 was runner up in 3 Categories!  

From Far Left; Peter Crichton’s 1750 GTV, Giles 
Broomhall’s Spider Abarth, then above Graham Traxson’s 
Hillman Imp 

Above—Martin and Jackie Lindus came over from Peterborough; 
Martin won the prize drawer too! 

Above—Brian Smith’s Spider S4 picked up Most Annoying Chip 
or Dent award.  (I couldn’t spot one!  - John) 

 

Time to leave…  Paul Jones with CV’s 4C and Sam Austin with gleaming 147 GTA 

Jason Drury…      Keith Davies         Matt Dalby 



 

Our Section’s big event of the year promises a great deal again. We’re hoping for 

well over 300 varied Italian Cars attending at this 14th edition of the show. 
 

Rockingham castle near Rockingham village is easily accessed from the A6003 

near Corby and not far from Market Harborough and Uppingham. 

The MITCAR display area is in the Castle’s Great Park, benefiting from its own entrance from the main 

A6003 and just a 5-minute walk from the castle’s facilities. This large parkland space will prove ideal for 

the massed ranks of Italian cars expected. 

Admission is just £10 per car, and this entitles ALL occupants to full access to the park, gardens and 

the castle itself, a substantial saving to visitors. 

MITCAR will officially open at 10.30am and stewards will be on hand to park the cars by marque.  As 

always visitors in any Italian car will be welcome and we can expect both classics and modern.  Photos 

below date from 2006 where MITCAR was at Bosworth Battlefield - not every car was red by the way! 
 

VOLUNTEERS REQUIRED! 

Putting it simply, without YOUR help this event cannot exist!  PLEASE Let John know in advance if you 

can. Ideally we’ll need you there at 8.30am in the morning, and to ensure that you look at  the plans/

instruction packs in advance. All helpers will gain FREE ADMISSION, but are expected to commit at least 

2 hours during the day for duties including car park marshalling, directing people, taking gate admission 

payments, selling MITCAR windscreen stickers, setting up shelters and also breaking them down at show 

close.  MITCAR is always a really enjoyable day, and helping out actually adds to the whole thing.  
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MITCAR - an added attraction 
Land Rover Driving Experience 
Spread 
across two 
quarries, 
participants 
will be able 
to experi-
ence and 
learn the 
skills of 
driving off road at the wheel of some of the 
finest 4x4 vehicles on the market today.  

Each session lasts for 1 hour during when you 
be provided tuition by the experts as you try 
steep hill climbs, side slopes, safari driving, 
water crossings, steep descents and ascents in 
a fantastic purpose built quarry course. 

This special MITCAR deal is available for just 
£85 which includes hire of the vehicle, fuel and 
tuition. This is a great opportunity and a fantastic 
price. Passengers OK, driving can be shared! 

Min driver age 18, min 12 months license. 

You can make a reservation direct with the Land 
Rover Experience Centre at Rockingham on 
0844 848 4463.  Spaces are limited, but you 
may be able to book on the day too. First slots 
10am, last 3.30pm.  An interesting addition to 
what promises to be a really great day out.    
     John 

MITCAR 2014 - Don’t miss it! 
Rockingham Castle, Sunday 17 August 

Used car stock highlights 
 

Chris Variava Alfa Romeo  
www.nottinghamalfaromeo.co.uk 
431-461 Nottingham Road 
Basford, Nottingham NG6 0FB 
Phone: 0115 855 3040 
Sales: Ask for Brand Manager Paul Jones, 
Richard Chadwick or Joe Parmenter 

£8,295 

£12,495 

£15,995 

£15,995 

Super high spec! 

With BOSE and red leather seats 

£22,995 

http://www.nottinghamalfaromeo.co.uk/


 
Date Event 

Sun 29 June 
Summertime Classics – with Auto Italia, at Stanford Hall near  
Lutterworth, Leicestershire.  Incorporates the Italian Car Concours.  
Great display of Alfas expected.  See cover. 

Weds 9 July 
Summertime Spin at The George & Dragon in Thringstone - starting at 7pm. 
Evening meet up including a convoy drive around the local lanes from around 8pm. 

Sat 9 Aug 
Bruntingthorpe Fun Day. Organised by Asda. Admission is £10 per car in advance 
only. Air displays, stunt driving, rides available in a host of sports cars and more. See right. 

Weds 13 Aug 
Spider Night at The George & Dragon in Thringstone - from  7pm.  All Alfas welcome of 
course, and we’ll be having a ‘Blag-a-Ride’ too... 

Sun 17 Aug 
MITCAR 2014 - Midlands Italian Car Day, Rockingham Castle near Corby, LE16 8TH. The 
14th edition of our Section's flagship event will be one not to miss. Admission to show, 
gardens and house for all occupants is just £10 per car - fantastic value!! 

Sun 7 Sept 
Leicester Aero Club Open Day - at Leicester Airport (aka Stoughton Aerodrome), 
including air displays, special Alfa display and potential free pleasure flights too! 

Weds 10 Sep Twilight Drive at The George & Dragon, Thringstone, from 7pm.  Drive from 7.45pm  

TBC Sept Karting Challenge - at an outdoor circuit; more details later in the year. 

Weds 8 Oct Section AGM and Alfa Quiz - at the George & Dragon, Thringstone, from 7.30pm   

TBC Oct/Nov Triumph Motorcycles Tour, Hinckley. Details confirmed when visitors centre opens. 

Weds 12 Nov Regular Meeting Night at The George & Dragon in Thringstone - starting at 7.30pm 

14-16 Nov 
Classic Motor Show - NEC Birmingham. AROC stand will again feature some superb 
classic Alfa Romeos and possibly something new.  

Weds 12 Nov Regular Meeting Night at The George & Dragon in Thringstone - starting at 7.30pm 

 Please watch our website for latest event news, and join us on TWITTER! 

     AROC East Midlands Section Events 2014  

The Small Print:  Alfisti is published primarily for the enjoyment of members of the Alfa Romeo Owners’ Club East Midlands Section.  
Chris Variava Alfa Romeo Nottingham supports the cost of Alfisti’s printed production carried out at cost rate by a Section Member’s company. 
Alfa Romeo Owners’ Club UK ltd cannot endorse or recommend services or products advertised in its publications.  Any opinions  published in 
‘Alfisti’ or its sister website, Twitter account or other broadcasts are personal ones. Alfa Romeo Owners’ Club Ltd registered Number 01106134. 
Please contact John Griffiths if you have any queries about the Club or our active local Area Section. See cover for contact details. 

Gazetta 
News Snippets 

BRUNTINGTHORPE ASDA ON-YOUR-MARKS 

CHARITY DAY - SATURDAY 9 AUGUST 

Every year Bruntingthorpe Proving Ground 

opens its doors to the staff and friends of 

ASDA in order for them to host their ‘On-

Your-Marks’ spectacular event.  There’s 

stunt driving, air displays., dog handling 

displays, motorcycle stunts and chances to 

ride in sports cars. A host of family 

entertainment for just £10 a car 

admission.  You must get an advance ticket 

If you’d like to go, please contact JOHN . 

 

ALFA ROMEO BACK IN THE USA 

Nearly 20 years after departing, Alfa 

Romeo has appointed 86 points of sale for 

its return to the US and Canada. The 4C 

will be the first to arrive at Maserati 

dealerships by the end of this month, but 

also popular Fiat showrooms in California, 

Texas and Florida have received good news 

and will be allowed to offer Alfa Romeo 

models. The much smaller market of 

Canada only gets 3 points of sales for now. 

The 4C Launch Edition and 4C Coupé are, 

just like in Europe, the only newcomers at 

first. Next year the possibly even more 

stupendous 4C Spider gets its turn. 

 

**STOP PRESS - ALFA DRIVING DAYS** 

Paul Jones is arranging an Alfa ride and 

drive in early August on the Mito QV, 

Giulietta QV and hopefully a passenger ride 

in a 4C. Location likely to be Castle 

Donington. If interested in this free activity 

(mid-week, AM and PM sessions) please 

email John. More info next edition. 

SMALL ADS 

The last new car sold with a 
cassette player as standard? 
Answer; Lexus SC430 - as recently as 
2011!  (Absolutely horrible vehicle 
too…) 

THAT FINAL WAX COAT  
In this edition I’m going to have a look at the final finish, the wax coat, and three 
products bought as near-solids in tubs rather than bottled creams. These all give 
great a terrific result, but have their differences in application. 

Professional detailers across the world argue over sealants and waxes and what 
order you should apply them in. Reading  various opinions I tend to agree with 
those who  think an artificial sealant is great to use across winter as a top coat, 
when paint protection is so vital, but a wax is best during summer months when  
a warm, deeper shine looks so good in the sunshine.  

So, firstly, AutoGlym High Definition Wax (or ‘HD’) - it is just a superb product.  
List price is £45 nowadays, but you get a long-lasting tub of the great-smelling 
stuff with a high quality microfibre cloth and two special sponge applicators for 
that. (You’ll need to buy pads and cloths for the other two unless in a special 
bundle.)  At Alfa shows we can get a great discount on that price though so it’s 
worth bring cash with you. For best results, apply it in small quantities, using 
small circles applied using a damp applicator pad. Make sure the surface is not 
too hot so it doesn’t all dry out too fast. Seriously consider using a clay bar first to 
remove surface contaminants as well. Allow to cure for about 15mins before 
buffing. I tend to do a quarter of the car at a time, so all done in an hour. It’s not 
the simplest to use, but  definitely gives great long-lasting results. 

Next, Poorboys’ Natty’s Blue Paste (or White Paste for paler colours). Bit of a 
daft name but it works superbly and smells good!  It applies LOADS more easily 
than HD Wax, and a tub costs less than £15 delivered via eBay, the cheapest 
here. It’s not fussy of temperature or amounts for an even finish and seems to 
last very well too. In big ‘Detailing World’ tests it’s among the best for longevity. 

Last but not least, Bilt Hamber Auto Balm. Cost is around £17 delivered via 
eBay.  This is classed as multi-purpose product, i.e. wax, sealant and swirl-filler 
too, a bit like HD Wax, but It is time consuming to apply. You must use a damp 
applicator pad and wipe on VERY thinly using straight lines. You really need to 
use 2 coats and to not let it cure for too long, so it’s a panel at a time job. It does 
leave a terrific finish though and ‘fills’ swirl marks amazingly well.  I tend to keep 
it for bonnets and tailgates using quicker to use products on roof and sides. 

In practice, you’ll be happy with the results given by all of them.  I still love HD 
Wax for a real ‘bling’ finish, but with less time and less readies, you’ll be very 
pleased with the Poorboys product.  Any wax I’d say avoid?  Well I’m not a fan of 
Meguiars Gold Class or AG’s Ultra Deep Shine.  Both are hard to apply evenly 
so a patchy finish is very hard to avoid - the last thing you want. I’ve used Dodo 
Juice wax too - OK but a bit of a triumph of marketing over substance. John 
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Alfisti no.167 will be out in August 

 

- SCOOP! - 
Unusual news from the world of motoring 

Alfisti’s production is kindly sponsored by Chris Variava Alfa Romeo Nottingham 

156 2.5 V6 - Ian Osborne 
Ian’s always on the look out for tidy V6 Alfas, and his latest acquisition is this 

Proteo Red 156 fitted with full body kit  (Cadamuro I think—John). It’s 

certainly distinctive with high wing tail spoiler too.  As a 98 model it’s one of 

the first but 

looks to have 

been 

maintained 

really well. The 

190bhp 24v 

V6 and 6-

speed box is a 

great drivetrain 

so we’re sure it 

will drive very 

well. Has 

lowered 

suspension 

too. 

147 2.0 TS Lusso - David Griffiths 
Dave’s been doing a load of work 

on his 147 recently.  The 147 

GTA boot (roof?) spoiler got fitted 

recently (OK that was a birthday 

present) - REO motors at Oadby 

doing a great job there. All the 

wheels have been off and wheel 

arches cleaned, brake callipers 

painted, some spray work then 

done on suspension parts, 

including all of the rear 

suspension arms. Inside, Dave 

swapped out the original leather 

seats with a set from a GT— or 

possibly a 147Ti which used 

same (black with red stitching) 

He’s cleaned them up to look as 

new anyway.  Next, a new rear 

bumper cover (he sourced it on 

eBay for £25), replacement 

leather door cards (still hunting) 

and he’s planning to refurb 2 of 

his alloys himself.  

1750 GTV  - Peter Crichton 
Always nice to feature Peter’s Bertone Coupe on the back page. It’s an 
incredibly well 
preserved non-
restored example 
he’s owned from 
virtually new.  
Some great 
touches are an 
original metal 
RAC badge, 
those raised 
letters on the 
‘plates and some 
terrific sheepskin 
seat covers! A 
proper period 
colour too. 

2000 GTV - Bruce Peers 

MiTo SBK - Duncan Langford 
Duncan’s now AROC MiTo Registrar and is doing a grand job with 

communication. He’s planning a big MiTo line up for MITCAR, has sorted a 

logo and is 

looking to get 

Register 

stickers made 

too.  

Meantime, on 

his SBK he’s 

just fitted a 

K&N panel 

filter, meaning 

he can enjoy 

more of the 

car’s induction 

noises. 

Bruce took his fabulous red Bertone 

Coupe along to the  National Alfa 

Weekend Track Day at Bruntingthorpe in 

May, and thoroughly enjoyed it too! 

Of course he does have a very fitting 

registration plate in JET, as club manager 

Nick Wright spotted for use in his club 

magazine column entry in June!  

Audi Le Mans Secrets Revealed 
Another Audi 1-2 at this year’s Le Mans was not entirely down to V10 
Diesel and Hybrid Power, the company’s Bumper Magnet 
Technology was key.  In an Interview with Scoop after the event, 
Audi Team Boss Reinhold Joest confirmed; “The years of Bumper 
Magnet Technology testing on UK Motorways in A4s and A6s has 
truly paid off. Following Toyota and Nissan for large periods of this 
year’s race helped reduce fuel usage enormously.  Obviously it’s a 
problem when we take the lead, but that’s why we enter three cars.” 
Scoop hears BMW may be entering Le Mans next year, but only if 

they can develop 
a suitable 
indicator system 
for pit entry, 
something which 
has apparently 
eluded the 
company for 40 
years.   

Spider Series 4 - Colin Davenport 
Colin’s thoroughly enjoying his Spider, and plans lots more use this summer. 

He even too it 

on track at 

National Alfa 

Weekends 

Track Action 

day at 

Bruntingtho-

rpe in May 

too!  The car 

looks terrific 

in its silver 

paintwork 

with red roof 

and interior. 

  

 

159 Sportwagon - Jane French 
Jane’s Alfa looked terrific at our Fun Concours Night. The 17 inch diamond cut 
alloys go really 
well with the cars’ 
alloy roof bars. 
The metallic red 
paint looks great. 
She loves driving 
it too.  159s are 
now attracting a 
good following, 
and the though 
nature of their 
build makes them 
a good long-term 
bet.  They can 
take the miles too. 

  

 

 

 


